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Abstract
ABSTRACT BODY:
Purpose/Hypothesis : The finding of limited internal rotation (IR) range of motion (ROM) of the glenohumeral joint (GHJ) is widespread in
patients with shoulder dysfunction and in overhead athletes. Several methods have been proposed to increase IR ROM in the (GHJ) including
the cross arm & sleeper stretches, as well as therapist assisted joint mobilization and IR stretches. The purpose of this study was to determine
the acute affects of a contract-relax (CR) horizontal cross body adduction stretch using a stretch strap in uninjured subjects.
Number of Subjects : Forty-Six asymptomatic individuals (18 females, 28 males) without a history of shoulder surgery and who were free of
shoulder symptoms in the past year participated in this study. Mean age of the subjects was 28.04+6.1 years
Materials/Methods : After completion of a demographic data sheet and signing the informed consent, subjects performed a 5 minute
submaximal warm-up on an upper body ergometer and then were bilaterally measured in a random order for IR ROM in a supine position in
the coronal plane with 90 degrees of abduction with a universal goniometer using a standardized technique with scapular stabilization. Gravity
served as the endpoint determinant with no use of external overpressure. Subjects then performed three repetitions of a cross body contract
relax stretching technique which involved placing the upper arm of the extremity to be stretched via a loop of the stretch strap as well as
grasping the stretch strap.The extremity was moved into cross-arm adduction to the point of first resistance, and at that point subjects were
instructed to perform a 5-second contraction at 25% of estimated maximum contraction intensity (MVIC) of their horizontal abductors before
then moving their arm further into cross-arm adduction for a period of 30 seconds of static stretching. This sequence was repeated for 3
repetitions using the CR technique at the point of first resistance prior to each of the 3 repetitions. GHJ IR was again measured using 2 trials
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immediately after the final stretching repetition using identical methods and positioning by the primary investigator. A dependent t-test was
used to test for differences in pre and post stretching IR ROM in both the intervention extremity as well as the contralateral extremity
Results : Significant (p<.001) improvements in IR ROM were found following the CR stretching protocol with mean improvements in ROM of
8.26+5.6 degrees on the intervention extremity with no significant difference in ROM (0.446) degrees on the contralateral (non-stretching)
extremity
Conclusions : Significant increases in acute IR ROM were found following 3 – 30 second CR horizontal adduction stretches using a stretch
strap
Clinical Relevance : This study used a stretching method with a stretch strap allowing for independent CR stretching of the posterior shoulder
musculature. The results of this study will help guide clinicians in selecting appropriate interventions to improve GHJ IR ROM
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